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Abstract: The main aim of this paper is to present the standard ISO/TS 16949. In the modern world of competition, quality is one of the
most important factors. Modern organizations should gamble on quality, regardless of the type of business, because it is the basic form of
running a business effectively. It is not only a factor of market success, but also an indication of organizational culture.
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1. Automotive industry

companies, the basic standard currently used in the international automotive markets is the quality management system based on the ISO/TS 16949 technical specification.

Thanks to the constant globalisation process and the
systematically encountered fierce competition in international markets, change in the location of production
processes has become a common practice for entrepreneurs representing the automotive sector all over the
world. At the same time, the phenomenon of capital
concentration can be observed in the automotive sector
(CALADOR D., SILVAM B., SILVABOASORTEOLIVEIRA
A., SPAGNOLG S., SARANTOPOULOS A., LIL M. 2014).
The nature of the automotive industry in the era of
accelerating technological progress, increasing consumer awareness and the ever changing market demands that
global car-makers and their suppliers use and implement
systems that are capable of providing the highest quality
and safety of their products (BORKOWSKI S., ROSAKSZYROCKA J. 2009, ROBAK B.,ULEWICZ R. 2013,
ROSZAK M., SPILKA M., KANIA A. 2015, ROSZAK M.
2014). Apart from the individual automotive quality
management systems characteristic to particular car-

2. ISO/TS 16949 standard
ISO/TS 16949 together with ISO 9001(BORKOWSKI
S., ULEWICZ R. 2000, BORKOWSKI S., ULEWICZ R. 2001)
is posing guidelines for the implementation and
maintenance of quality management systems in the
whole chain of production processes and the production of spare parts in the automotive industry.
ISO/TS 16949 was developed by the International
Automotive Task Force (IATF) to create common
processes and procedures across the automotive industry. IATF members include some of the world’s largest
car manufacturers, including BMW Group, Chrysler
Group and General Motors
(HTTP://WWW.KANTNERCOMPANY.COM/AA16949.KC.HTM.).
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10. Regularly review your ISO/TS 16949 system to
make sure it remains effective and that you are continually improving it.
According to the investors, the factors which make
the automotive sector particularly attractive include:
 the convenient location of Poland in the centre of
Europe and the proximity of approximately 40
large automotive industry plants:
 the developed network of sub-suppliers and cooperators which exceeds 900 plants of which over
500 companies hold ISO/TS 16949 quality certificates,
 the availability of a highly skilled labor force,
 an attractive system of investment incentives, including non-reimbursable grants and tax exemptions.
Poland is being increasingly chosen by investors
operating in the automotive industry. Among approximately 40 automotive plants located in Central and
Eastern Europe and operating in 16 are located in Poland (Table 1).
In 2014, 578.4 thousand passenger cars and commercial vehicles were produced, an increase of 0.6%
against the previous year. Further increases in production is expected due to the commissioning of a plant
manufacturing VW Crafter in Września in 2016 (maximum production capacity will amount to 100 thousand vehicles). Large production plants also operate in
Tychy, Gliwice and in Wałbrzych. Toyota plants manufacture engines for themselves, Peugeot and Citroen;
Fiat produces engines for their own needs and for
Ford. The Volkswagen factory in Polkowice is a producer of engines for passenger cars and commercial
vehicles for VW, as well as for Audi, Seat and Skoda.
The Toyota Motor Manufacturing Poland in
Wałbrzych manufacture engines and gearboxes for
itself, Citroen and Peugeot. Also, General Motors’
decision to launch production of the latest generation
of Opel Astra is another significant investment. The
production in the Gliwice plant commenced in September 2015. The investment outlays related to the
implementation of the project amounted to approximately
EUR
150
million(WWW.PAIZ.GOV.PL,

"Revolutions" car manufacturers in quality management systems, causing difficulties in managing the
factory system documentation, which was often carried
out for several different independent quality management systems, such as working with Renault, BMW
and Ford organization had to have three implemented
quality management systems: EAQV(French quality
management system), VDA 6.1(Germanquality management system), QS-9000 (U.S. quality management
system).
The initiator of this project was the IATF (International Automotive Task Force- International Operations
Team Industry Automotive) and national trade associations(AIAG -America, VDA - Germany,SMMT- United Kingdom,ANFIA-Italy, FIEV-France) who were
responsible for the design of the technical group International Organization for Standardization ISO TS 176.
As result of heated debates a new standard
ISO/TS16949"Quality systems was set for suppliers to
the automotive market- the specific assumptions for
ISO9001:1994." The intention was to harmonize the
requirements of the quality management systems of the
automotive market: the U.S.(SQ9000), Italian
(AYSOJ, French(EAQV) and German(VDA6.1)with
ISO9001:1994. Message of ISO/TS16949:1994was to
ensure continuous improvement, prevent defects, reduction of volatility and losses in the supply chain.
Top tips for implementing ISO/TS 16949 are following:
1. Make sure your whole business and supply chain
are committed.
2. Engage your business and supply chain with good
communication.
3. Compare existing quality management with ISO/TS
16949 requirements.
4. Get supply chain and stakeholder feedback on current quality processes.
5. Establish an implementation team to get the best
results.
6. Map out and share roles, responsibilities and timescales.
7. Adapt the basic principles of the ISO/TS 16949
standard to your business.
8. Motivate staff and supply chain involvement with
training.
9. Encourage your supply chain to become ISO/TS
16949 certified.

HTTP://WWW.STANDARDS.ORG/STANDARDS/LISTING/ISO_TS_

16949)
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Table 1. Engines and cars producers in Poland
Localization area of the company
Słupsk

Name and kind of the company
SCANIA (coaches)
KAPENA (coaches)
VW Poznań (cars)
Solaris (coaches)
Solbus (coaches)
WolkswagenWrześnia (cars factory from 2016)
Wałbrzych Toyota (engines)
JelczLaskowice Toyota (engines)
Polkowice VW (engines)
General Motors MP Tychy Engines factory (from 2017)
Bielsko-Biała FPT Diesel/Gasoline (engines)
AndrychówAndoria (engines)
Tychy Fiat/Ford (cars)
Gliwice GM Opel (cars)
Tychy GM MP (engines)

Poznań

Wrocław

Katowice
Kraków

Source own study basis on: www.paiz.gov.pldostęp: 23.04.2016

3. Meaning
company

ISO/TS

16949

in

the

this purpose. Additional costs could come from the
additional staff employed to temporarily take over the
duties of the team members assigned.The costs of certification for ISO/TS 16949 depend on the scope of
certification, size of the organization, number of manufacturing sites and remote locations. IATF through its
“Rules for Achieving Recognition” states the audit
man-day requirement be based on the number of employees in the organization. Most of the certification
bodies follow the rule quite closely in quoting audit
man-days for the organization. Certification bodies
usually charge a certain day rate for the audit performed and the rate can be quite different among different countries and different certification bodies(BEVILACQUA M., CIARAPICA F.E., GIACCHETTA G.,
MARCHETTI B. 2011, CALADOR D.,SILVAM B.,
SILVABOASORTEOLIVEIRA
A.,
SPAGNOLG
S.,
SARANTOPOULOS A., LIL M. 2014).

The benefits of being certified to ISO/TS 16949
Standard includes are but not limited to:
 Quality improvement in product & process,
 Additional confidence to the customers,
 Common approach for managing Quality Management System,
 Reassignment of resources to quality improvement
and
 Reduction in the multiple 3rd party registrations.
Implementation of ISO/TS 16949 management
system is by no means an easy task. Organizations that
have chosen the DIY (Do-It-Yourself) approach may
find it confusing when upgrading their ISO 9001 management system to ISO/TS 16949 which includes additional automotive industry requirements and customerspecific requirements. For a company of around 100
staff, it will probably take close to a year to ready itself
for the certification process. Even though ISO 9001 is
not a pre-requisite for ISO/TS 16949, it is recommended to be implemented first.To be effective, a project
team that consists of a team leaders and members from
the key processes should be formed to spearhead for
the project. Usually, in the initial phase, the team will
spend almost 50% of their working time devoted to

4. Summary and conclusions
Requirement for the production of the product with
the highest standards of quality beyond the use of the
most modern technological methods is the implementation of quality management systems and their continuous improvement in organizations using qualitative
methods.
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In Poland, the first quality systems began to be implemented in the 90's. The first companies that have
decided to change the approach to quality have been
exporting companies their products to EU countries.
Boards of these companies wanted above all to enter
new markets. So it was the main, and often only goal.
However, after a few years, a large group of companies began to implement quality systems in accordance
with ISO9000 with a view to acting in the Polish market. Their goals were similar to those of the leading
European companies: reduce costs, increase competitiveness and internal benefits. Soon, however, entrepreneurs looking for a shorter route through the purchase documentation or even purchase a certificate
became common. These, however, are not enough,
most of the management decided to implement the
system consciously aware of the benefits to be
gained.At the end of June 2010, a total of 42,189 certificates were issued to ISO/TS 16949(ŁYSAK D.
2013). Asia Pacific region accounted for the biggest
number of certificates issued - 16,585 (47%). Among
all the countries, China was the fastest growing country which itself accounted for 13,031 (31%) certificates.
The fact that a given company has a certificate being in accordance with ISO/TS16949 is an important
argument in business talks. This standard introduces a
common ground for all participants of the supply
chain(HYS K. 2015.).
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